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   1. Introduction. 

   In the paper [3], Samuel considered a classification problem of two populations 

which is sequential in the following sense. A group of n individuals is known to 

belong to either 7r,, or 771. The individuals of the group arrive sequentially for in-

spection and classification, and the classification of the i-th individual has to be 

made immediately after he has been inspected, i=1, 2, ••• , n. In the paper [3], 

Samuel presented a complete class of decision rules. 
   In this paper, an approach to the problem from the stand point of game theory 

under the same formulation after generalising the problem to the classification to 

m populations. In § 3, we can prove the existence of optimal solution and in § 4, 

we present Bayes rules and essentially complete class. In § 5, we prove that the 

players, the nature and the statistician, have optimal solution, and thus the games 
have the values.

    2. Formulation. 

   The m populations 7r1i ••• , 7r,„,, with the known distribution functions P1, P2, 

  , P„,, are given, and a group of n individuals is known to belong to one of 7r;, 

j= 1, 2, , m. The n individuals arrive sequentially for inspection and classification, 
and the classification of the i-th individuals has to be made immediately after he 

has been observed, i= 1, 2, •-• , n. 

   Assume the following loss for classifying an individual : 

                 decision 
                      72  7rm 

       true  

                a„= 0 a12a171t(2 .1) 
          772a21a22 = 

            7•niam, ani2  an,„ = 0
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where  atj (i # .1) are given positive numbers. 
   Let X1, X2, ••• , Xn be the independent random variables corresponding to n in-

dividuals and its observed value be x1, x2, ••• , xn. Let for each i, i = 1, 2, ••• , n, 

has the same distribution Po corresponding to 70, 0 =1, 2, , m where 0 is unknown. 

We may without loss of generality assume that Po, 0=1, 2, ••• , in, are probability 

measure corresponding to density function f(x, 0), 0 =1, 2, ••• , in with respect to a 

specified measure space (X, VI, p), where X is a space of outcomes x, Vi is a a-field 

of subsets of X and assume, p is a-finite and X is a Euclidean space or VI is with 

countable number of generators. Thus 

                 P0(A) f(x, 6)d p for all A E Vi . 

                                      A 

   Let x, = (x1, ••• , xi), i= 1, 2, ••• , n, then any (randomized) compound decision rule 
for the above problem can be written as Pn = (0 1(X 1) 2(x 2) I • • • 7 7I(X 11)) with 

              Oz(xi)= (01')(x,), , Onxi)) , i =1, 2, n 

Where 0 5 cbl(x,) 1, j = 1, 2, ••• , m and Oij)(x,) =1, then cbii)(x,) is the probability 
                                                         j=1 

with which one classifies the i-th individual to r; when Xi = xi is observed, and 

being measurable functions in the i-th product space. Set 

             f(xi, 0), H f(xj, 0), i= 1, 2, ••• , n ; 0 =1, 2, ••• , m . 
                             1=1 

Let 

        Vi)=fOi(x) = (95in(xi), 01771)(xi)) I 0 .95?)(x0 C 1 , 

                =1 , 2, • , in, and E oe(xi) =1 except pi-null se ts}, 
                                                 i=1 

                     = 1, 2, • •• , n. 

Let R(0, On) denote the risk defined as average expected loss, incurred by using On 

when the group actually belongs to 70, 0=1, 2, ••• , m. Then risk incur red dy i-th 

inspection and classfication are 

                  R(0, E ao;cbii)(xi)f(xi, e)dpi 
                              j=13E-N 

                  E aod cbe(xi)f(xi,(2.2) 
                                               j=1 

where N= {xi ; E cV)(xi)# 1} and ,ai(N) = 0 so that, compound risk is define by 
                      J=1 

               R(0, 001=E R(0,950.(2.3) 

                                      n Let p= (p1, p2, ••• AO, pi 0, i =1, 2, ••. , m and E pi = 1 be a prior probability dis-
                                                                        1=1 

tribution on (7„ 72,• , rm), then Bayes risks for p, in each i-th inspection, are 

                  R(p, 950 = EPoR(0, cbi)(2.4) 
                                                         e=1
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 and compound Bayes risk is 

                R(p,On) = E PoR(0, 0.)1E R(p, c6i)(2.5) 
                                                o=1 

Note : If chi E 0(i) and N= {xi E cLqi)(xi)� 1} gi, (pz(N)= 0) we defined 0, as the 
                                              j=1 

following if xi E N, OV)(xi)=--- 01-1)(xi) for all j, if xi E N, we define arbitrary such 

that 0 cY'(xi) �_ 1 for all j and E 0)(xi)= 1, then, obviously, R(0, 0i) = R(0, cbi) for 
                                              j=1 

all 0, i. e. 0, is as good as 0,, so that, we can always find rule such that 0 cbrij)(xi) 

  1, j =1, 2, ••• , m and E 0)(xi)= 1 for all xi. 
                                j=1 

   In our problem, for each i, i = 1, 2, , n, let ai," = R(0, ¢i), 0 =1, 2, , m, E 0(i) 
and let S(t) be a set of all points of di) = ••• , 42). The payoff function is de-
fine by 

                      M(0, a")) = do" , 0 = 1, 2, • • • , m. 

Then (Im, S"), M) is an S game, as defined page 47 of [1], in i-th inspection in our 
consideration. 

                        1 71    L
et ao-= R(0, n) = E dd) 0 = 1, 2, • • • , m for a") = , ani))e S"), i= 1, 2, -, 

                        n n. Let S be a set of all points a = (a1, a2, ••, am) and the payoff function defined 

by 

                  M(0, a) = ao= E do" , = 1, 2, , m 

                                    n Then (Im, S, M) is also an S game in the compounded decision problem in our con-
sidiration. 

   Let E =- {P =- , P.); Pi 0, i= 1, 2, , m and E p1= 1} be a set of all prior 
                                                                                 1=1 

                                                                                                                                            7n 

distributions over In„ i. e. the mixed extension of Im. We known M(p, an = E pow) 
                                                                                                                  0-1 

                                                                                n 

for p G E, a' E S(i) and mo1, a) = E poa, =E am) for p E E, a E S. 
                       0 =1.n

   3. Existence of optimal solution. 

   In the following we use the usually topology in in space, and thus the set E is 
closed, bounded convex subset of m-space. 

   LEMMA 3.1. For each i, i= 1, 2, ••• , n, S") is a convex set and S is also a convex 
set. 
   PROOF. Let a") = (a," , • , am), = , e 5") where aW) = R(0, chi), bly" = 

R(0, 0i), 0i, cbi G for for any 0 < a < 1, adi)-1--(1-a)b")=(aain d-(1-a)bn • , aa;" 
,(1-a)bn, then by (2.2) 

          ado" +(1.- a)bW) = E aojf [a0(ii)(xi)d-(1-a)0P(x,)]f(xi, 0)dpi 
                                          j=1 

and 0<_ crOil)(xi)+(l-a)0)(xi) 1 for all j and let 

            N1= {xi ; E cbAxt) # 1} , N,= {xi; E Oi9)(x1)� 1} , 
      j=11=1
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           N= {xi ; E [ag5e(xj)-F(1-a)0Axi)] # 1} , 
                                 j=1 

since pi(Nk)= 0, k = 1, 2, and pi(N)= 0, so that adi)+(1-a)b(i) E S(i), S(1) is convex 
set. Let 

                   a = (a1, a2, •-• , am) b = (b1, b2, , b vt) E S 

                            1 n where ao- 1E1)0=E4),= R(0,cb,),= R(0,0i),chi,E Vi),since,for 
       n i=1n i=1 

                                          " 

any 0 a S 1, aae-1-(1- a)bo = E radoi)-1-(1-a)Y0i)1 and from above, we can get S 
                                 n i=1 

is a convex set. 
   LEMMA 3.2. For each i, i= 1, 2, ••• , n, S(i) is a closed and S is also closed. 

   PROOF. For each i, i = 1, 2, , n, let ski' = (ba), • • • , ba .). Where 142 = R(0, Oa), 
0 =1, 2, ••• , m, k= 1, 2, ••• be any one sequence of points in S"), where Oa = (Oa), • 

6,7)) E 0"), k =1, 2, we know, by [5], p. 354, weak compactness theorem, for 
sequence {02} there exists a subsequence fcba),} and 0 1 such that 

               fcba),(xi)f(xi, 0)dp1 ---> f0)(xi)f(xi, 0)dpi 
for all 0 =1, 2, , m and for sequence {42,), } there exists a subsequence 10)21 and 

     �. 1 such that 

                 042(x)f(xi, 0)d pi ----> $0?)(xi)f(xi, 0)d pi 
for all 0 = 1, 2, , m and so on, finally, for sequence {0i,V2...(._1)} there exists a sub-
sequence { (i7k71)2...„, } and 0 Or 1 such that 

                 OZ..,n(xi)f(xi, 0)dp1 ---> $071)(xi)f(xi, 0)d,u1 
for all 0 =1, 2, , m also, in the proof of the weak Compactness theorem, we know 

                       lirn= 
            k12- m-.0AA 

for all A E W and j = 1, 2, ••• m. 

   Since, for each k12...m, E =1 a.s. so that d pi =Em(xi)dpi  for 
       j=1AAj=1 

all A E i and allk12...mtherefore=E6i)(xi)dpi for all A E %i and we also, 
                      AAj=1 

have E 01-1)(xi)= 1 a.s. so that02=W),•,Oim))EVi)and limR(0, 0i). 
 j=1k12 -97i-"°° 

for 0 = 1, 2, - •• , in therefore lim e S(i), which establishes the closedness of 
                                                7,12"771-'`) 

S. 
   Let Sk = (blk, •-• , bmk), k = 1, 2, ••• be any one sequence of points in S where NI, 

   1,i.. =Eb(ji2=R(0,Oik),0=1,2, ••• ,Oik=(0299,/'(m E"). 

   n 

   From above, we know, for sequence OM , there exists subsequence {b(01,),1} and 

cb,=-- ••• , cbni)) E Ow such that lim b(01?1 = R(0, i) for all 0 = 1, 2, , ni and for 

sequence {1421),i}, there exists subsequence {b(4121 and 02 = (OP, , 02m)) E 0(2) such
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that  lirn ba„= R(0, 02) for all 0 =1, 2, ••• , m and so on, finally, for sequence 
         k12-00 

{Yon,'22...,._,)} there exists subsequencelb(enk'2....} and(0a),••.,owsuch that 
 lim 471,4)2...m = R(0, 0,0 for all 0 =1, 2, -- , m, therefore lim = R(0, Cl') for 

                                                                                                               k12". 

                                           1 n all 0 =1, 2, ••• , m, i= 1, 2, •-• , m and lim be                                         .3.2•-•m= E R(0, 00for all 0 =1, 2, •-• ,                                        ki2.••77L-c°z.ni=1 
m so that lim Sk12•••. E S, and finally S is a closed set. 

   For lemma 3.1., lemma 3.2. and the theorem 2.4.2 of page 49. [1], we have the 
following theorem. 

   THEOREM 3.1. For our problem, in each i-th inspection i. e. for the S game (Im, 
S"), M), 1, 2, ••• , n, we have a value and player I (nature) has a good strategy and 
also, player II (statistician) has a good strategy in S") . Also, in compound decision 
problem, i. e. for the S game (Im, S, M), we have a value and player II has a good 
strategy in S and player I has a good strategy. 

   Let, for each i 1, 2, ••• , n, the value of the S game (Im, S"), M) be and the 
value of the S game (I., S, M) is v. 

   Let, for each i= 1, 2, ••• , n, a good strategy for player I be p(i)= ••• , pz)) E E 
and a good strategy for player II be a") = •-• , 41,)) E S"), where dei) = R(0, 00, 
0 =1, 2, •-• , m. Let, in compound decision problem, a good strategy for player I be 

q=(q„ ••• E and a good strategy for player II be b = (b1, • , bm) E S where 

 be= E bW) and b(ei) = R(0, i= 1, 2, •-•  n, so that vi = m(pm, di)), i= 1, 2, , n 
          i=1 

and v = M(q, b). Since, for each i, M(p, a")) v, M(p"), c")) for all p e E, C") E S"). 
and M(p, b)� v M(q, c) for all p E E, c E S. Then M(q, di)) vi for i= 1, 2, • •• , n so 
that, we have 

                               1 n                                 v � -- E vi . 

   Let 0= fon= (931(r1), , sbn(x.)); Oi(xi) 1, 2, •-• , n}. 
   From [1], p. 11, definition 1.4.1. and definition 1.4.2. we know, for each i, i= 1, 

2, • , n, the game (In„ 0"), R) and the S game (.I„„ S"), M) is equivalent. Also the 

game (I., 0, R) and the S game (1",„ S, M) is equivalent. 
   By [1], p. 16, theorem 1.6.2. and p. 28, theorem 1.8.2., the values of two equi-

valent games are equal. So that, from theorem 3.1., for each i, the game (Im, 0"), 
R) has a value same as the S game (I,„ S(i), M), also, the game (.1„„ 0, R) has a 
value same as the S game (I., S, M).

   4. Bayes decision rule and essentially complete class. 

   We consider the games (I„„ 0(i), R), i= 1, 2, ••• , n and (In„ 0 , R). 
   THEOREM 4.1. Let p=(p1, P2, pm) E E. If R(p, CV)) = infR(P•C5i) for each 

                                                                   oiE0(i) 
 i= 1, 2, ••• n, then 00=(0?), ••• , cn))) is a compound Bayes rule with respect to p, 

i. e. 

                     R(p, = inf R(p, On) • 
                                                0.E0 

   PROOF. By (2°5) and assumption
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           R(p,.1:41,a1))=E RCP,1 E R(p, c5i) = RCP, On) 
               i=in i=1 

for all On = (0,, ••• , On) E 0, so that R(p, C))= inf R(p, On). The theorem is thus 
                                                                               en--=0 

proved. 
   For each i, i= 1, 2, , n, and each p E E we can find a Bayes rule : as follows. 

   Since 

               R(p, 95i)— E PeRCO, sbi) 
                                            0=, 

                     =ESEE PeaefAxi, 0)i0ii)(xi)cltt1 , 
                                                    8=1 

let 

                 A;(xi) E Peaosii(xi, 0), j =1, 2, • , m                                            0=1 

Define the decision rule by, 

(4.1)0 Op)(xi)� 1 for k= 1, 2,•, m and E Oik,;(xj), 1                                                                kEz(xi) 
when 

                    /(xi) =- 1k; Ak(xi)= min A;(xi)} • 

Let 

                   Oip(xi) (sV, (xi), , (x i)) 
   As we have 

        R(p, cbo—R(P, Oip)= E E f [A;(xi)—AkGrinbil)(xi)953)(xi)dyi 
                                                     k=1 

                        � 0 for all oi 0(1) , 

therefore the decision rule defined by (4.1) is Bayes with respect to p, i. e. R(p, oip) 
  inf R(p, oi). We thus have the following 

   THEOREM 4.2. For each i, 1, 2, ••• , n, decision rule cbi(x„) (P(xi), •-• , On)(xj)) 
defined by (4.1) is a Bayes decision rule with respect to p and 0,,=951, 950 is a 
compound Bayes decision rule with respect to p. 

   We also have the following. 
   THEOREM 4.3. The essentially complete class of our compound decision problem is 

give by 
                       C= IC; P = Cpl, ••• , P.) E El 

where 

                         C=(012,.(xi), C57ip(xii)) 
and 

                    Cbip(xi)= CV;)(xi)) 
is defined by (4.1). 

   PROOF. For each p E E and On E 0—C there exist Og E C such that 

                         R(p, (P,P)) R(p, On) •
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   5. Optimal solution. 

   In the following, we consider the optimal solution for the game  (/,„ 0, M). 
   METHOD 1. Since for each n = (0 1(x 1)1 • • • C n(X n)) E 0, we have R(p, n) 

  1 = E E PeR(0, 0,) and R(0, 950i E aei. So that, by [1], p. 40, theorem 2.2.7. 
 i=1 8=1i=1 

 inf P) is continuous function of p(E E). Since E is closed and bounded, C is 
 On--= 
a essentially complete, therefore there exists q E E such that 

                   sup inf R(p, 0)= inf R(q, 
            p-ZiEOn=0 

and there exists 0% C corresponding to q such that 

                       inf R(q, = R(q, 0%) . 
                                    on=0 

By section 3, we know the game (I,„, 0, M) has a value v. So that, we get the fol-

lowing theorem. 

   THEOREM 5.1. There exists q E such that 

                    inf R(q, On) = sup inf R(p, Oa) 
                OnE0pEE on=o 

and let 0% E C be corresponding to q. Then v = R(q, 0%) is a value of the game 

(/,n, 0, R) and q is a good strategy for nature and 0% is a good strategy for statis-
tician. 
   METHOD 2. For each p E E there exists Of, C such that 

                     R(p, OF,)= inf R(p, 
                                              oThEo 

so that, 
                     sup inf R(p, 7,)-= sup R(p, 

                        P=E =0 

we can easily prove, R(p, OD is a continuous function of p, so that, there exists 

q E such that 
                     sup R(p, 0,,;)= R(q, 0%) 

                                      pEE 

Therefore, we can get the following theorem. 

   THEOREM 5.2. There exists q E E such that 

                      sup R(p, Of,)= R(q, 0%) 
                                   p—E 

where On E C is corresponding to p. Then v R(q, 0%) is a value of the game (Im, 0, 

R) and q is a good strategy for nature and 0% is a good strategy for statistician. 

   EXAMPLE. Now, we given one artificial example for case m= 2, n = 2 and a„,---- 

a„= 0, a.= a21= a> O. Let 

             f(x, 6,)=33(1—, x= 0, 1, 0 =1, 2 . 

   For each p= (p1, E E, by theorem 4.3, we can get a optimal rule as the fol-

lowing
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                 7h11)(x1)=1 if xi -� 21 21  log2 Pp2 , 

               0)(x) =1 if xl > 2 2 log2 pp2 , 
Let 

                         Oi"(xi)) , 

                  cs?)(xi, x2) = 1 if xl-F x2 1— 21  log2 1;;,2 

                  95 ?)(xi, x2) = 1 if xi+ x2> 1--1-log2 P2 
                                    p Let 

                 0(x,x2)=(0P(xi, x2), 0?)(xi, x2)). 

Then 0223= (cbP(x,),cbP(x„x2)) E C and 

         R(p, 0223) [1'I 21-x1                        p2(3)(3)                                               xi> 2 2 log2 -
P-1- 

                    +E 31 )xii-x2()2-x1-x2] 
                               xl-Fx2>1-1log21;1 

                  a[E2
3 )x1(1)1-x1                                           xi-$)2—'2- log2-P231 

                                   )x11-x2( 31  )2-x1-'2] 
                                       log2

Pi 

                 [3p1p2 21-Xl+Pi22-xi-x2                 log210g21Z 

             +3P2 E 2xl+P2 2xi÷x2]. 
                                                           xi-1-x2:1-÷ loge 2;21 

   After some calculations, we can get sup R(p, = R(q, OY) = 3a where q =  , 
                                                 pEE 

          1
21   21) GE, oy = (0 (x1),0(xi, x2)) and 011)(x1)-=1 if2,sbi2)(xi)= 1 if xl> , 957(x) 

= (011)(x1), Oi2)(x1)), 0)(xi, x2) = 1 if xl+x2 1, 1522)(x1, x2) = 1 if xi+ x2> 1, 

                   0)(xi, x2) = (OP(xi, x2), 022)(x1, x2)) • 

   By theorem 5.2., v = R(q, OY)=- 2 is a value for our game (12, (1), R) and q 
(4-, 21 ) is a good strategy for nature,is a good strategy for statistician. The 
following decision rules is also good strategies for statistician. 

   (a) 011)(x1)-= 1 if x1 < 95i2)(xi) = 1 if x1 2  
                       Oig)(x)=Csb(1)(xi), 02)(xi)) • 

0)(x1, x2) = 1 if xi+ x, < 1, ORxi, x2) = 1 if xid - x2 _?=. 1,
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 0?)(X1y x2) = (9521)(X1, -/2), 9522)(X1, x2)) • 

             C=(cbig)(xi), 95)(x1, x2)) and v = R(q, 

  (b) cbil)(xi)= 1 if x,< 2, g5i2)(x1)= 1 if x, 
                        Cbig)(xi) = (.7511)(xi), Cb12)(xi)). 

951)(x1, x2)=1 if x14- x2 1, 0?)(x,, x2) = 1if xid -x2>1, 

                    0?)(xi,x2)=(95T(xi, x2),9522)(Xly x2)) • 

                =(cbig)(xi), Ci?)(x1, x2)) and v = R(q, C)= 

                              1                      -21-, .95i2)(x,)= 1 if x, >   (c) Oi"(xi) = 1 if 

                      Oig)(x1)=CONxi), 9512)(xi)) • 

Cb21)(x1, x2)=1 if x,+ x2 < 1, .2%2)(x1, x2) = 1 if xi+x, 1, 

                      95?)(x1, x2) = x2), 9522)(x17 x2)) • 

             0q) = (0)(x1), 95? )(xi, x2)) and v = R(q, C)=
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